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situated in the heart of the capital city, this iconic hotel commands a prime position, opposite the victoria & albert
waterfront. it boasts a choice of elegant and comfortable guestrooms, each with a balcony overlooking the elegant
marina. the hotel has a fine reputation for service and cleanliness. the hotel is within walking distance of major shopping
malls, the citys sights and the cruise terminals. the hotel is situated in the heart of the city, with easy access to the
centre, shops, restaurants and clubs. double from $350. the grand hotel spend a night at this acclaimed hotel and youll
want to keep coming back. the grand hotel is a chic hotel in the heart of historic downtown vancouver. popular
restaurants, shopping, the granville island waterfront market, shops and services are all within walking distance. each of
the rooms and suites at this vancouver hotel is individually decorated in a tranquil, inviting atmosphere. youll find a home
away from home in our beautiful suites. the granville island waterfront market is within walking distance of the hotel, and
its convenient location means youre near many of the citys best attractions. double from $300. the grand hotel situated
in a prime location in the citys historic marais district, this hotel boasts an elegant, distinct feel. the guest rooms and
suites are finished in a range of classic tones and boast stunning views of the city. all rooms offer free wi-fi, individually
controlled air conditioning and a high-end bedding configuration. the hotel is ideally located, within walking distance of
the marais, the bastille, the theatres, the shops and the river. double from $300. the marais hotel
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the best way to stay at the hotel is to have a reservation, but if youre running around trying to find a room, you might
want to stay at the new york bordello next door. the bordello is a beautiful old hotel on the upper east side, where four of
the rooms are currently being renovated to offer affordable luxury. the bar is still functioning, but the rooms are a very
different place than the ones that are currently open. the newly renovated rooms are a beautiful mix of 1920s and art
deco. the hotel has a gorgeous, original building, and the rooms are a decent size, too. the hot spot in the hotel is the

dauntless bar, which has a great mix of people who are staying there and people who are just stopping by for a drink. the
cocktail menu is beautiful and has a great variety of drinks, from the w.a.n.d. (with agave syrup and mezcal) to a fluffy

mint julep made with muddled mint, and a delicious yellow daisy champagne cocktail that is quite strong. there are many
things to do in the hotel, including a business center, an art gallery, meeting rooms, a ballroom, a spa, a theater, a bar, a

roof-top terrace and, in the unlikely event that youre a wannabe billy crudup or jennifer garner, a restaurant called the
101 lounge. also in the hotel is a collection of artifacts from the hotels past, including a very large and very old piece of

theater equipment called a telarium, a ballroom chandelier, a huge mirror, a neon sign and several phones. theres also a
museum, which has almost every picture from the hotel from the early 1920s until the 1970s. two heady years after the
fall of cairo, in which the city sank under the weight of its sewage, the deluxe was built to be a model of a better way to
live. with its hip quarters and endless flow of bars and restaurants, it is often described as the most glamorous hotel in
the world. a large part of the action lies in the delis ground-floor lobby, where the vast space is a spectacular meeting

point, a staging post for all the citys fine dining and fashion-ing. 5ec8ef588b
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